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Quick Look at Shop Charge Settings Can Turn
an Expense Into Income – Here’s How!

n continuing my theme of focusing on the fundamentals,

department is not safeguarding the dealership’s assets. Our recom-

By Marilou C. Vroman, CPA, CFE

I thought I’d focus on one of the most basic internal

mendations for proper vehicle inventories are the following:

W

controls that is overlooked or not taken as seriously as

it should, and that is the taking of vehicle physical inventories. For

1- Take an inventory with a blank sheet, write down or scan the VIN

most dealerships this is the single largest asset on the books, and

on every vehicle on the lot. Do not simply print out a current inventory

unlike real estate and Blue Sky, these asset can actually be easily

and look for those vehicles.

moved.
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Time and time again when we inspect dealership’s

physical inventory counts we are left concerned with the thoroughness and seriousness with which they are completed. Many stores
will not complete new car inventories since they will say the
floorplan company does that or many accounting offices will

2- Identify the following:
• Cars on books not on lot
• Cars on lot not on books
3- Document all vehicle exceptions and causes.

simply say the sales department does that.

Phil Villegas
pv@axiom-auto.com

This basic internal control can uncover a myriad of issues from
In our opinion, the accounting department is not doing its job if it

people driving unauthorized demos, unrecorded used vehicle

does not take full ownership of the vehicle inventory process.

purchases and wholesales, sales people off-lining cars to age them,

Deferring this key control to a floor plan company or the sales

unreported damaged or stolen vehicles, etc.
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Axiom Advisors was formed in the spirit of providing a fresh, new
alternative to meet the specialized needs of retail automotive dealers.
Our team of professionals has the unique combination of over 50 years
of hands-on retail automotive industry experience working directly in
dealerships, paired with the assurance of professional accounting experience. Our advisors are “car guys” who speak the language of the
industry and truly understand the complexities of your business. We
specialize in enterprise management, mergers and acquisitions, and
litigation support.

hen was the last time your dealership’s shop charge

updated to correspond with changes in service business and the

settings were evaluated?

increasing cost of shop supplies.

Many dealerships charge customers for shop supplies on repair orders

The process of adjusting these settings is quite simple. For example,

to recover some of the cost of incidentals, such as brake clean or

in CDK, access function “USS” Update Shop Charge Setup to review

wheel weights, for example. For some dealerships, these credits are

and adjust revenue percentages and minimum charges to reasonable

set high enough to exceed the monthly expense incurred. If your store

amounts that make sense for your customer pay and internal clients.

is incurring a net expense for service supplies each month, it may be

Proper settings will further recover the actual expenses your dealership

time to evaluate the shop charge settings.

incurs. Of course, always be sure your shop supply charge amounts
and repair order disclosures are in accordance with your dealership’s

Shop supply charges are typically determined based on a predefined

local DMV requirements.

percentage of repair order labor sales and often have a minimum
and/or maximum charge. Dealers may be missing an easy income

Small adjustments can yield a big difference to your bottom line over

opportunity when the DMS settings for shop supplies have not been

time!
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Charging Market Rent on Your Dealership Can
Save You Money and Prevent Unwanted Surprises!

Don’t Let Technology Keep You from Catching
Your Next Embezzler
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ore often than not we come across stores that are showing

appraisal, or come up with an estimated market value, then multiply

rent expense that is far below what the dealership would

that by 7% (current Dealership Cap Rate). This approach will give you

pay in the open market. For the most part, this happens

an annual market rent that you can then divide by 12 for the monthly

because the rent has not been reviewed or adjusted for many years.

Try this Simple Calculation to Make a Big
Difference in Your Parts Department!

I

like to compare embezzlements to plane crashes.

of a cancelled check is not only what’s on the front of the check, but

When a plane crashes it is usually not the result of one

just as important are the endorsements on the back (for those of you

system breakdown, but rather a series of simultaneous

taking solace with banks that provide snapshot images with their bank

breakdowns; a convergence of elements that end in disaster. Perhaps

expense. Consider the following example:
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However, with increasing industry and commercial property values in
many areas, we recommend adjusting the rent charged to your dealer-

$7,000,000

Cap Rate %

Annual Rent

Rent Per Month

0.07

490,000

$ 40,833

These are some of the more common indicators of a

sales” (these are sales which would have occurred if the parts

single day.

ment scheme by a CFO who was redirecting dealership funds into his

However, there are many other performance indicators that are

personal account. This scheme went on for years, yet no one discov-

equally as important and should be reviewed by both the parts
manager and the general manager. Below is one of our favorites:

There is one vital internal control in protecting dealerships from

ered it internally. The one vital control that was missing that could

component that is based off of the bottom line. Having the proper rent

market rent adjustment in a standard month-end entry so as to not

embezzlement that has been tail spinning into decline because of

have detected the fraud years earlier and saved millions of dollars was

amount also provides for a financial statement that is reflective of the

inadvertently increase your tax liability but yet still get the benefit on

advancements in technologies and that’s the review of Cancelled

the simple review of cancelled checks.

current market. We have seen dealers severely disappointed when

your statement.

Check. 15 years ago it was commonplace to receive a huge envelope
every month with all the cancelled checks, nowadays this is consid-

Technology is here to help, not to enable a disaster. Don’t allow online

Keep your financial statements current with market rent to keep

ered archaic, with cancelled checks only being available to be viewed

access, CD’s or Bank Tokens to stand in the way of a monthly review

compensation in check and prevent any unwanted negative earnings

online.

of the front and back sides of cancelled checks. You just might find

adjustments when selling your dealership!

routinely reviewing cancelled checks. Keep in mind, a proper review

2

divide number into total sales plus the total dollar value of “lost

Five years ago, our group uncovered a $5 million dollar embezzle-

If you’re in State that charges sales tax on rent, simply process the

An easy way to determine fair market rent is to take your most recent

revenues up from last year? Are margins over 40%?

certainly be watching these numbers closely.

the General Manager, Controller or other personnel have a pay-plan

because of a market rent adjustment.

Here is how to find out: Take total parts sales for the period and

convergence of elements is extended over a period of time, not a

ships to market. This may actually save you money in stores where

selling their stores to find out their perceived profitability dropped

Are

healthy parts department and the best parts managers will

statements).

the only difference when compared to dealership embezzlement is the
Estimated RE Value (land and building)

ow well is your parts department performing?

This problem has led to Owners, GMs and Auditors not

were in stock, but didn’t).
Example:
Total Parts Sales:
Lost Sales:
Total Sales Opportunity:
Level of Service/Fill Rate:

$500,000
$50,000
$550,000
$500,000 / $550,000 = 91%

Ideally this would be 100%, realistically a good target is 90% or higher.

something interesting…

3

Level of Service/Fill rate – These terms refer to how well the parts

This indicator is one of the reasons it is very important that lost sales

department inventory in stock has met the demands of its custom-

are accurately tracked by parts department staff so true parts demand

ers. It’s great to keep inventory levels low and maintain proper

can be monitored and inventory mix can be adjusted by the parts

days’ supply, but are you stocking the parts that your customers

manager to meet that demand. Remember, higher fill rate means

actually need?

higher revenues for parts and service!
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n continuing my theme of focusing on the fundamentals,

department is not safeguarding the dealership’s assets. Our recom-

By Marilou C. Vroman, CPA, CFE

I thought I’d focus on one of the most basic internal

mendations for proper vehicle inventories are the following:

W

controls that is overlooked or not taken as seriously as

it should, and that is the taking of vehicle physical inventories. For

1- Take an inventory with a blank sheet, write down or scan the VIN

most dealerships this is the single largest asset on the books, and

on every vehicle on the lot. Do not simply print out a current inventory

unlike real estate and Blue Sky, these asset can actually be easily

and look for those vehicles.

moved.
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Time and time again when we inspect dealership’s

physical inventory counts we are left concerned with the thoroughness and seriousness with which they are completed. Many stores
will not complete new car inventories since they will say the
floorplan company does that or many accounting offices will

2- Identify the following:
• Cars on books not on lot
• Cars on lot not on books
3- Document all vehicle exceptions and causes.

simply say the sales department does that.

Phil Villegas
pv@axiom-auto.com

This basic internal control can uncover a myriad of issues from
In our opinion, the accounting department is not doing its job if it

people driving unauthorized demos, unrecorded used vehicle

does not take full ownership of the vehicle inventory process.

purchases and wholesales, sales people off-lining cars to age them,

Deferring this key control to a floor plan company or the sales

unreported damaged or stolen vehicles, etc.
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Axiom Advisors was formed in the spirit of providing a fresh, new
alternative to meet the specialized needs of retail automotive dealers.
Our team of professionals has the unique combination of over 50 years
of hands-on retail automotive industry experience working directly in
dealerships, paired with the assurance of professional accounting experience. Our advisors are “car guys” who speak the language of the
industry and truly understand the complexities of your business. We
specialize in enterprise management, mergers and acquisitions, and
litigation support.

hen was the last time your dealership’s shop charge

updated to correspond with changes in service business and the

settings were evaluated?

increasing cost of shop supplies.

Many dealerships charge customers for shop supplies on repair orders

The process of adjusting these settings is quite simple. For example,

to recover some of the cost of incidentals, such as brake clean or

in CDK, access function “USS” Update Shop Charge Setup to review

wheel weights, for example. For some dealerships, these credits are

and adjust revenue percentages and minimum charges to reasonable

set high enough to exceed the monthly expense incurred. If your store

amounts that make sense for your customer pay and internal clients.

is incurring a net expense for service supplies each month, it may be

Proper settings will further recover the actual expenses your dealership

time to evaluate the shop charge settings.

incurs. Of course, always be sure your shop supply charge amounts
and repair order disclosures are in accordance with your dealership’s

Shop supply charges are typically determined based on a predefined

local DMV requirements.

percentage of repair order labor sales and often have a minimum
and/or maximum charge. Dealers may be missing an easy income

Small adjustments can yield a big difference to your bottom line over

opportunity when the DMS settings for shop supplies have not been

time!
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